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Two themes associated with invariant measures on the 
matrix groups SLN (F), with F = R, C or H, and their 
corresponding lattices parametrised by SLN (F)/SLN (O), 
O being an appropriate Euclidean ring of integers, are 
considered. The first is the computation of the volume of the 
subset of SLN (F) with bounded 2-norm or Frobenius norm. 
Key here is the decomposition of measure in terms of the 
singular values. The form of the volume, for large values 
of the bound, is relevant to asymptotic counting problems 
in SLN (O). The second is the problem of lattice reduction 
in the case N = 2. A unified proof of the validity of the 
appropriate analogue of the Lagrange–Gauss algorithm for 
computing the shortest basis is given. A decomposition of 
measure corresponding to the QR decomposition is used 
to specify the invariant measure in the coordinates of the 
shortest basis vectors. With F = C this allows for the exact 
computation of the PDF of the first minimum (for O = Z[i]
and Z[(1 +

√
−3)/2]), and the PDF of the second minimum 

and that of the angle between the minimal basis vectors (for 
O = Z[i]). It also encodes the specification of fundamental 
domains of the corresponding quotient spaces. Integration 
over the latter gives rise to certain number theoretic constants, 
which are also present in the asymptotic forms of the PDFs 
of the lengths of the shortest basis vectors. Siegel’s mean 
value gives an alternative method to compute the arithmetic 
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constants, allowing in particular the computation of the 
leading form of the PDF of the first minimum for F = H

and O the Hurwitz integers, for which direct integration was 
not possible.

© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Let B = {b0, b1, . . . , bd−1} be a basis of Rd, and require that the corresponding 
parallelotope have unit volume. Let

L = {m0b0 + · · · + md−1bd−1 |m0, . . . ,md−1 ∈ Z} (1.1)

denote the corresponding lattice. The Minkowski–Hlawka theorem tells us that for 
large d, there exists lattices such that the shortest vectors have length proportional 
to

√
d. By the Minkowski convex body theorem this is also the maximum possible order 

of magnitude of the shortest vectors; see e.g. [3]. Siegel [34] introduced the notion of a 
random lattice, and was able to show that for large dimension d, a random lattice will 
typically achieve the Minkowski–Hlawka bound.

The construction of Siegel of a random lattice requires first the specification of the 
unique invariant measure for the matrix group SLN (R); each such matrix is interpreted 
as having columns forming a basis B. One also requires the fact that the quotient space 
SLN (R)/SLN (Z) can be identified with the set of lattices, and that this quotient space 
has finite volume with respect to the invariant measure.

In a recent work [14] by one of the present authors, a viewpoint from random matrix 
theory was taken on the computation of volumes associated with SLN (R), and this led 
to a Monte Carlo procedure to generate random lattices in the sense of Siegel. In low 
dimensions d = 2, 3 and 4 there are fast exact lattice reduction algorithms to find 
the shortest lattice vectors [31,27] – the case d = 2 is classical being due to Lagrange 
and Gauss; see e.g. [2]. These were implemented in dimensions two and three to obtain 
histograms of the lengths and their mutual angles; in dimension two the exact functional 
forms were obtained by integration over the fundamental domain. For general d, it was 
shown how a mean value theorem derived by Siegel in [34] implies the exact functional 
form of the distribution Pshort(t) of the length of the shortest vector for general d,

Pshort(t) ∼
t→0

dvd
2ζ(d) t

d−1, (1.2)

where ζ(x) denotes the Riemann zeta function, and vd the volume of the unit ball in 
dimension d (actually only the case d = 3 was presented, but the derivation applies for 
general d to give (1.2)).
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